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Preface:
Much of the Indigenous Consultation and Accommodation of Immemorial Rights: Pre-existing
Societies Initiative was written in language used in Canadian constitutional documents that identify
First Nation, Inuit and Métis as Aboriginal peoples. As such, the use of the word Aboriginal may
be offensive to some people. We apologize for this but given the rights discussions within this
document, there was little choice. We have used the term Indigenous, where possible, in place of
Aboriginal. In this document, the term Indigenous identifies all First Peoples in Canada.
The Indigenous Consultation and Accommodation of Immemorial Rights: Pre-existing Societies
Initiative was first written in August 2015, but was not released. It was revised, submitted in
September 2017 to the federal government and updated in May 2018. We did not feel the
Government of Canada was ready to receive it in 2015.
It is impossible to discuss specifics about an initiative and maintain the generality of ‘Indigenous’
when so many distinct Indigenous Peoples are present in Canada. We switch from Indigenous to
First Nations for the initiative for simplicity but even then, the discussion is an amalgamation of
our experience with the Anishinaabe, Kaska Dena, Nishnawbe Aski and Tlingit Nations.

Submitted to:
The Honourable Carolyn Bennett, Minister of Crown-Indigenous Relations and
Northern Affairs, on September 21, 2017.
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Initiative Abstract
I have heard so often from different Indigenous leaders that something needs to change.
Unfortunately, as reflected in the following comments from two leaders in the north, time is
running out:
•

“We are becoming more and more like them. They are winning and it seems there is nothing
we can do to stop it unless we become like them;” and,

•

“We may as well sit at the table. We can’t stop them, so we should get what we can for our
people.”

This rhetoric is hard to hear when we know colonialization is at its root.1 How do we affect change?
Indigenous Peoples have stood up to defend their rights with some degree of short term success.
But, it seems litigation is simply a stop gap and collateral damage from the fight includes
marginalized rights, community poverty, social inequity, growing unrest, and frozen regional
economies. No one seems to have a viable path to reconcile with Indigenous rights and outside
interests. However, there is a way.
The path to advance is through Immemorial rights. Immemorial rights are the rights upon which
Indigenous culture is based. Unfortunately, historic wrongs have pushed aside Immemorial rights
and scrambled their cultural (societal) expression.2 Further, selective funding of colonial
governance structures and community programs 3 has left mostly non-native infrastructure in
Indigenous communities; a fact that functionally thwarts re-establishing culture in societal
infrastructure and defining Immemorial rights. To once again empower Immemorial rights, they
must be pieced together, expressed in a modern context and brought into force (become built into
society).
Immemorial rights and their culture are found in pre-existing societies (pre-contact). Despite
Canada’s historic assimilation policies, there are enough fragments of pre-existing societies
remaining to capture pre-contact culture and define its Immemorial rights. Once defined in a
modern context, Immemorial rights will come into force as they are used to reconcile with outside
jurisdictions to create modern infrastructure for Indigenous Peoples; including services and
programs for land and resource management, governance, food, education, health, trade and
commerce, justice, community, and more. Missing, incomplete or inappropriate infrastructure has
created gaps in service delivery leaving First Nation communities disadvantaged and suffering the
pressures of assimilation.
This initiative explains the failure of the Constitution Act (1982) to protect Indigenous rights and
title. What that means and why Immemorial rights protect Indigenous Peoples and their rights are
discussed briefly. A platform to define Immemorial rights and bring them into force through rebuilt
culture-based infrastructure is outlined for land and resource management.
Where we are, as a country, and how we arrived here are not a testimony to integrity and honour.
We do not wish to assault the Crown in Canada. However, there is no way to lay out the solutions
without looking at the problem. To resolve Canada’s Indigenous rights issues, we have to correct
the injustice of the past in a manner that respects Indigenous Peoples today.
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Initiative Background
A- Historical Perspective - Terra Nullius to Reconciliation
Canada was colonized by the British Crown with specific objectives to acquire resources and
wealth. 4 To own resources, the Crown had to extend its sovereignty over Canada. Sovereignty
could not be extended outside of the Crown’s territory in Britain unless by conquer, annexation
(through gifting, treaty or marriage), or by discovery. The Crown declared Canada to be Terra
Nullius (belonging to no one) through the Doctrine of Discovery5,6,7 (lands not occupied by subjects
of a Christian state) allowing the extension of the Crown`s sovereignty. 8
70-80% of Canada`s land mass was granted by the Crown to the Hudson Bay Company in 1670
and subsequently transferred into Canada by the 1870 Order.9 Land claimed by France was
surrendered to the British Crown in 1763 under the Treaty of Paris 10 and transferred to Canada
with the existing British colony through the process of confederation under the British North
American Act in 1867.11 British Columbia, whose coast was originally claimed by the Spanish,
joined confederation in 1871. All other lands (arctic) were transferred to Canada by the 1880
Order12 except Newfoundland and Labrador. They joined the Dominion of Canada in 1949. For
virtually all land and waterways in Canada, the Doctrine of Discovery was used for the Crown to
assume sovereignty.
However, the land was not empty. It was occupied by nations of people, Indigenous Peoples, with
defined territories, trading routes and societies. The Crown (in Canada) continued its colonization
and acquisition of resources after confederation. Despite 151 years of concerted effort, Canada’s
assimilation policies failed to extinguish Indigenous Peoples (First Nation, Inuit and Métis).13 A
vestige of nations present before contact still remain and have not forgotten Immemorial rights to
their land, rights established by pre-contact occupation and use (pre-existing societies).
In 1982,14 Canada included Aboriginal rights and Treaty rights into the Constitution Act under
section 35 creating a constitutional obligation15 to recognize and include these rights in the fabric
of Canada. Unfortunately, the Crown did not change federal, provincial and territorial legislation
or regulations to include Aboriginal or Treaty rights. Further, both Aboriginal and Treaty rights
are defined and protected by Canada’s court system while excluding Immemorial rights and
Indigenous sovereignty. So, the Crown continues to advance its colonization and resource
objectives.
Canada’s Indigenous Peoples have progressively turned to the courts to force the Crown to
recognize, respect and accommodate pre-existing (pre-contact) rights recognized by section 35.
Over the last 35 years, a wealth of common law (court decisions) has emerged to define and enforce
Aboriginal rights in Canada. Among the emerging rule of law is the duty of the Crown to
meaningfully consult (consultation and accommodation) First Nations when rights guaranteed by
section 35 are infringed upon. 16 The goal of this meaningful consultation is the reconciliation of
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pre-existing Indigenous societies with the sovereignty of the Crown.17,18

B- The Problem
Meaningful consultation to reconcile Indigenous societies with the Crown (including land and
resource management) is a very good thing. However, the nuts and bolts of that process as defined
by the court system is not. The problem is Canadian courts function to enforce the Crown’s
legislation, regulations and constitution, all of which still exclude Immemorial rights, Indigenous
law and indigenous sovereignty. They are therefore biased and retain the Crown’s colonial
objectives by enforcing legislation, regulations and a constitution written to legitimize
colonization. As such, meaningful consultation has become a “due process” and reconciliation an
“interim goal” pending the Crown’s inevitable use of its sovereignty to advance its colonization
and resource objectives. This sovereignty “trump card” derives from the Doctrine of Discovery19.
The Doctrine of Discovery and the Tsilhqot’in Decision
One of the most influential recent court decisions affecting Aboriginal rights is the Tsilhqot’in
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 2014 on Aboriginal title. 20 The court decision granted
Aboriginal title over land for the first time in Canadian history. Most Indigenous people and their
advocates tout the Tsilhqot’in decision as a great victory for Aboriginal rights in Canada. In the
written decision:
•

The court recognized the Crown has a duty to consult Aboriginal people on both asserted
and recognized (proven) aboriginal title;21 and,

•

The court further confirmed that Aboriginal title flows from the fact Indigenous societies
pre-date the Crown in Canada.22

However, the court went on to write that the sovereignty of the Crown underlies (and therefore
pre-dates) Aboriginal rights and title, a conclusion grounded in the Doctrine of Discovery. The
court did concede that land was not Terra Nullius at first contact, but left the Doctrine of Discovery
in force. 23 As a result, despite an award of Aboriginal title:
1) The Crown can still take up land for which Aboriginal title is recognized when it is in the
public interest for, “the development of agriculture, forestry, mining, and hydroelectric
power, the general economic development of the interior of British Columbia, protection
of the environment or endangered species, the building of infrastructure and the settlement
of foreign populations to support those aims;” 24,25
2) The Crown (provincial, territorial and federal governments) can pass legislation and
regulation that control the use of recognized Aboriginal title land and its resources; 26 and,
3) The Crown still has all interest vested in it for land and resources to which Aboriginal title
has been asserted but not yet recognized. 27
So, land to which the Tsilhqot’in had their Aboriginal title recognized can still be unilaterally
controlled and taken up by the Crown for its colonization and resource objectives – in a practical
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sense, nothing changed. The reason for this is the sovereignty trump card.
The Sovereignty Trump Card
Nothing has changed with the expression of Indigenous sovereignty through Immemorial rights to
land and resources since confederation in 1867 due to the continued reliance of the Crown and its
courts on the Doctrine of Discovery. The doctrine allowed the Crown to discriminate against
Indigenous nations and create a racially-based exemption, or defect, in law. Notably, interests in
the land (ownership and control) are first vested in the Crown and not the original Indigenous
inhabitants. The Doctrine of Discovery bypassed Immemorial rights and pre-contact Indigenous
sovereignty giving sovereignty (assumed sovereignty) to the Crown creating the sovereignty trump
card. The Crown later, after confederation, officially recognized there were Indigenous claims to
the land. 28 However, those claims and rights became subordinate to the Crown’s underlying
ownership and right to govern.29 These claims are limited to land use and occupation plus rights
that stem from occupation and use – Aboriginal title and section 35 Aboriginal rights.
Through the sovereignty trump card, provincial, territorial and federal governments in Canada
have a mechanism to advance legislation, regulations and constitutional changes without the
approval of Indigenous Peoples; including, land and resource developments even though
Indigenous Peoples have recognized Aboriginal title and rights for the project site. The Crown’s
ability to override Immemorial rights and Indigenous sovereignty is grounded in the Doctrine of
Discovery29 and applies to all sovereign Immemorial rights.15
All Aboriginal rights under section 35, including the right to consultation, are based on the
Doctrine of Discovery and therefore, not permanent. Section 35 can be removed from the
constitution at any time, without Indigenous consent, following concurrent resolutions from the
House of Commons, the Senate and two-thirds of provincial legislatures constituting more than
fifty percent of Canada’s population.30 Further, Canada has legislation that defines who is eligible
to be First Nation31 providing a mechanism to extinguish First Nation people through bloodline
dilution.32
In summary, the Doctrine of Discovery allows the Crown to disregard pre-contact Immemorial
rights, grant post-contact rights, legislate/regulate mechanisms to define/extinguish Indigenous
races and to create constitutional Aboriginal rights that can be both overridden and repealed, all to
advance colonization and resource objectives. This is the root of conflict between Indigenous
Peoples and the Crown. Creating a permanent place for sovereign Immemorial rights in Canadian
legislation, regulations and the constitution will resolve that conflict. Only recognized Immemorial
rights can guarantee Indigenous sovereignty and the right to self-determination over land,
resources and peoples.
We will focus this initiative on the work that must be done to bring Immemorial rights to the
Crown for reconciliation.

C- Moving Forward - Immemorial Rights and Pre-existing Societies
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We will switch to a discussion on working with First Nations for the Pre-existing Societies
Initiative for simplicity, but the initiative can easily be adapted to Inuit and Métis peoples.
First Nation communities must bring their pre-existing culture to the table to ground their rights
firmly on Immemorial rights. This is not an easy task since:
1. First Nation negotiating teams are generally a subset of the band office. The band office is
a non-cultural government structure created and funded by federal legislation33 that does
not include Immemorial rights;
2. General knowledge of pre-existing societies has been scrambled to varying degrees by the
effects of cultural genocide34 resulting in the need for a significant investment of funds and
human resources to collect and catalogue oral history and other information on pre-existing
culture;
3. There is no legislation or regulation that directly requires the Crown to facilitate (with funds
and human resources) in-community consultations on pre-existing culture; and,
4. Federal funding restrictions at the band office and a lack of alternate resource sources
(funding and human resource capacity) generally prevent, or markedly limit, the
community from funding its own collection and cataloguing of oral history and other
information on pre-existing culture.
Given these conditions, the vast majority of First Nation communities in Canada cannot adequately
define and present their pre-existing culture to assert Immemorial rights at a negotiating table.
Instead, they rely on constitutional rights, rights grounded on the Doctrine of Discovery – rights
that do not respect First Nation sovereignty to land, resources, and peoples. The contrast between
rights grounded on the Doctrine of Discovery versus Immemorial rights is the genesis of all
conflict between the Crown and First Nations in Canada.
Immemorial rights cannot be defined or brought into force (built into Canadian society) without
bringing detailed knowledge of pre-existing societies into a modern context for reconciliation. It
is this outline of pre-existing culture upon which First Nation communities must:
1. Assert constitutional rights;
2. Define and establish Immemorial rights;
3. Define and create culture-based infrastructure with services and roles to harmonize with
the Crown; and,
4. Base future negotiations for agreements, treaties, land claims, wildlife management, land
planning, resource utilization and more on Immemorial rights.
A detailed knowledge of pre-existing societies cannot be collected, catalogued and brought into a
modern context without the Crown providing:
1. Funding; and,
2. Unbiased human resources.
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D- Support
Immemorial rights are grounded in the nature of First Nation culture that pre-dates first contact
(pre-existing societies). First Nation rights in Canada should be grounded on Immemorial rights.
Courts in Canada have recognized that:
•

It is the pre-existing Aboriginal society that the Crown must reconcile with; and,

•

That pre-existing culture should be interpreted in a modern context for reconciliation. 35

Unfortunately, the Crown does not consult culture and therefore negotiates with First Nations in a
manner that excludes Immemorial rights from the very table where reconciliation should take
place. As such, the outcome of consultation is invariably a contractual agreement based on
Canadian law in which non-Immemorial rights granted by the Crown (Fiduciary rights, Treaty
rights, Aboriginal rights, Aboriginal title, self-government and etc.) are cached as First Nation
rights.
The following quotes are from a report to the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Issues (2014) concerning the Doctrine of Discovery: 36
“The UN General Assembly has indicated that the continuation of colonialism is “a crime
which constitutes a violation of the Charter of the United Nations ... and the principles of
international law”. Colonial-era doctrine cannot continue to oppress and impoverish
generations of indigenous peoples and to deny them jurisdiction to exercise their
indigenous laws and legal orders. …
Canada's highest court has recognized the need for reconciliation of “pre-existing
aboriginal sovereignty with assumed Crown sovereignty”. The Supreme Court has taken
judicial notice of “such matters as colonialism displacement and residential schools”, which
demonstrate how ‘assumed’ sovereign powers were abused throughout history. The root
cause of such abuse leads back to the doctrine of discovery and other related fictitious
constructs, which therefore must be addressed. …
The doctrine of discovery was used as a tool to justify conferring upon States the ‘exclusive
power to extinguish’ indigenous rights on an ongoing basis. The pre-existing inherent
sovereignty of indigenous peoples was not justly considered. In different parts of the world,
domestic courts have aided States not only by validating such destructive acts, but also by
extinguishing indigenous rights through judicial rulings. …
The International Law Association (ILA) has concluded: “... indigenous peoples have the
rights to reparation and redress for the wrongs suffered. This right amounts to a rule of
customary international law to the extent that it is aimed at redressing a wrong resulting
from a breach of a right that is itself part of customary international law. …
The International Law Association has concluded that “States must comply with the
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obligation – according to customary and, where applicable, conventional international law
– to recognize and fulfil the right of indigenous peoples to reparation and redress for the
wrongs they suffered, in particular their lands taken or damaged without their free, prior
and informed consent. Effective mechanisms for redress – established in conjunction with
the peoples concerned – must be available and accessible in favour of indigenous peoples.”
Any ongoing actions based in discovery are in violation of States' international obligations.
Redress must include decolonization processes that effectively restore indigenous peoples'
sovereignty and jurisdiction in contemporary contexts and achieve genuine reconciliation.”
[Emphasis Added]
In November 2015, the Right Honourable Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada, directed the
Honourable Dr. Carolyn Bennett, Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs, to renew Canada’s
nation-to-nation relationship with First Nation, Inuit and Métis peoples based on recognition of
rights, respect, co-operation and partnership; and, to implement the recommendations of the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission, starting with the implementation of the UNDRIP.37
The report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada calls for the Government of
Canada to:
1. Adopt and implement the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples;
and,
2. Renounce the concepts of terra nullius and the Doctrine of Discovery. 38
A number of aspects of Immemorial rights are recognized internationally by the United Nations
within the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).39
The remainder of this Pre-existing Societies Initiative will be developed specifically towards
First Nation land and resource management. However, work on any infrastructure can be
developed using the same template.

Initiative Outline
Courts in Canada agree,40 and the United Nations has noted,41 the Crown must reconcile preexisting Aboriginal sovereignty with the assumed sovereignty of the Crown. Indigenous
(Aboriginal) sovereignty is found in pre-existing societies as Immemorial rights expressed in precontact culture.
To accomplish this reconciliation, the Pre-existing Societies Initiative starts with consultations on
pre-existing societies to acquire the modern expression of Immemorial rights. From there, modern
culture-based community infrastructure is defined. These modern expressions of Immemorial
rights and their infrastructure are harmonized (reconciled) with the Crown. After harmonization,
new infrastructure and services can be built, or existing infrastructure and services can be
restructured, to accommodate Immemorial rights and their modern infrastructure expressions. The
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process creates reconciled infrastructure and rights based on the recognition of Immemorial rights.
The intent behind the Pre-existing Societies Initiative is to provide a path to move from the
place where the status quo prevails to where bilateral prosperity flows from respect and
equal rights. The initiative builds the foundation for reconciliation and rebuilding.

A- Overview
The most pressing Immemorial right and infrastructure that must be reconciled involves land and
resource management over traditional territories. With this infrastructure functioning for First
Nations:
1. They can engage in traditional territory management while creating sustainable revenue
streams to build other infrastructures and reverse poverty; and,
2. The dysfunction seen with land and resource development in Canada can be resolved.
First Nations have an international right to manage and develop traditional territories to the benefit
of their citizens.42 Most First Nation communities would like to work toward an equitable and
balanced stewardship of land and resources with the Crown. For this to be successful, First Nations
need to pursue two courses of action. They must:
•

Define Immemorial rights for land and resources; and,

•

Assert Immemorial rights by building modern societal infrastructure founded on traditional
culture; including, land stewardship infrastructures and roles.

First Nation communities cannot definitively establish traditional territory stewardship without
defining their Immemorial rights.
The initiative is very simplistic in design. It entails choosing one First Nation community and
working diligently with the community as a pilot for Immemorial rights. Although, the pilot could
easily be done with a small group of communities – a small nation.
In an extreme oversimplification (see figure 1): Communities are consulted (consultation
component) starting first with Elders to record knowledge of pre-existing societies from which an
expression of pre-contact culture and Immemorial rights can be received. That expression is
brought back to the community for input to receive modern expressions of Immemorial rights.
After agreement on consultation outcomes, the Crown is engaged to reconcile (harmonization
component) with the modern expression of Immemorial rights such that Immemorial rights can be
recognize and respected. Finally, the rebuilding or restructuring of community infrastructures
(transformation component) based on the inclusion of Immemorial rights is commenced to create
services for land and resource management (in the current example).
Special care must be taken to respect and include culture and rights at every juncture of the
initiative.
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B- Consultation Component
Methods and analyses that will be used for consultation of pre-existing societies have been
described elsewhere.43,44,45,46,47,48,49
All information recorded during consultation is relevant. Oral history, legends and traditions
provide explanations and details of pre-existing societies. However, specific topics for which
information is needed to harmonize with outside jurisdictions must be identified in advance to
ensure the consultation will be adequate for downstream needs. This is accomplished by building
needed-information-algorithms 50 for consultation teams prior to consultation. Algorithms are used
to prepare the consultation teams with base and bridging questions for facilitators to ensure
information needs are received during consultation.
First Nation Community
Consult

Pre-existing Society
Immemorial Rights & Culture

Figure 1: An oversimplified outline of
the Pre-existing Societies Initiative with
consultation and enforcement of
Immemorial rights through negotiation
and the creation of infrastructure with
services and community programs.
Ultimately, all negotiations with outside
jurisdictions should be based on
Immemorial rights.

Consult

Modern expression of
Immemorial Rights & Culture

Negotiate/Harmonize/Reconcile

Rebuild/Restructure Infrastructure

Services

Consultation of the community on its pre-existing society has, in general, three basic parts:
1. Elder Consultation: The results from elder consultation provide the information from
which Immemorial rights and pre-existing societal culture are gleaned. This information
comes predominantly in the form of legends, stories and personal histories founded on
rights and traditional law;
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2. Nation consultation: Rights and laws defined from the elder consultation are presented to
the community, governance, councils and tribal organizations for input. Information from
these consultations provides the definition needed to express rights and traditional law in
a modern society; and,
3. Community ratification: Final definitions of the modern expression of Immemorial rights
and pre-contact culture need to be approved by the elders and then endorsed by the
community and governance.
Please note: Information obtained in this manner is considered a temporal interpretation of
modernized Immemorial rights and culture. As such, definitions of Immemorial rights and
culture-based infrastructure can be further defined as needs and situations change.

C- Harmonization Component
Internationally, Immemorial rights, in part, are referred to as inherent Indigenous rights. The
United Nations recognizes Immemorial rights to traditional land and its resources in article 26 of
the UNDRIP.51 In this regard, the Pre-existing Societies Initiative agrees in principle with land and
resource reconciliation goals outlined in articles 5, 18, 19, 20, 23, 26, 27, 32 and 34 of the
UNDRIP.52
Despite our blunt presentation of Immemorial versus Aboriginal rights in Canada, the initiative
does not advocate a legal challenge to the Crown’s sovereignty or the Doctrine of Discovery. It is
genuinely believed that reconciliation of Immemorial rights with the Crown is possible and that
Immemorial rights will find expression in the practical building of harmonized First Nation
infrastructure, invalidating the Doctrine of Discovery and amending offending legislation.
The harmonization component uses legal services, professionals, and First Nation leaders for
counsel for what is needed to harmonize/reconcile Immemorial rights and infrastructure to outside
jurisdictions and legal systems. These services ensure information needed for downstream
harmonization will be included in the consultation algorithm. Legal services must also be sought
to ensure the definition of Immemorial rights obtained during consultation can harmonize with
those of national and international legal systems.

D- Transformation Component
Historically, Canada withheld societal infrastructure from First Nation communities while
destroying pre-existing culture-based infrastructure.53 This withholding created service delivery
gaps in First Nation communities. What infrastructure that does exist generally excludes First
Nation sovereignty and Immemorial rights. Canada needs to redress First Nations by helping to
rebuild First Nation community infrastructures. Missing culture-based infrastructures include, in
whole or in part, land and resource management, governance, food, education, health, trade and
commerce, justice, veterinary, community, and more.
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The Pre-existing Societies Initiative agrees in principle with First Nation institutional
(infrastructure) goals outlined in articles 8, 20, 23 & 34 of the UNDRIP.54
Key to the rebuilding of First Nation infrastructure is advancement on Immemorial rights with the
modern context of pre-contact societies as the template. This ensures both Immemorial and
international rights are realized within finished infrastructures.
Details needed to negotiate and build a land and resource infrastructure would include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Details of consultation-derived Immemorial rights and culture;
Physical community characteristics;
Geographic region;
Nature of the land and its resources; and,
The nature of each outside jurisdiction the land and resource infrastructure would need to
harmonize with.

E- Community Selection
Detailed consultations on pre-existing societies, the harmonization of Immemorial rights with
outside jurisdictions and the building of a culture-based land and resource management
infrastructure will all be precedent setting. The most prudent approach then, is to start with one
carefully selected community. However, most First Nation communities exist in a broader, multicommunity nation. In that regard, the consultation of a small nation (2-10 communities) is also
prudent.
Special care should be taken to gain informed community consent and to support the community
and its leaders during the entire planning and delivery of the Pre-existing Societies Initiative.
The choice of community is important for the consultation, citizen support of leaders and for the
community’s capacity to build its land and resource infrastructure. There are a number of
considerations when choosing a community that can be identified before commencing the
initiative. In general, they include, but are not limited to, the:
1. Nature of the land and its resources:
2. Nature of legal hurdles to harmonize to other jurisdictions:
3. Nature of the community:
a. Treaties and land claims:
b. Geography:
i. Traditional territory:
• Well demarcated and reasonably established.
• Coastal, mountainous, plains, arctic, or etc.
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ii. Isolation:
• Other First Nation communities affected by the enforcement of the
Immemorial right;
• A more recent time of first contact during colonization in regard to
“recent memory” for pre-existing society knowledge; and,
• Limited road access in regard to cultural dilution.
c. Other considerations:
• Community size, human resource capacity, governance stability, pervasiveness
of culture (overt remnants), strength of claim through Immemorial rights,
established culture-based organizations (i.e. elder council), and overall
cohesiveness and functioning of the community.
4. Crown jurisdiction:
• Different provinces and territories have overtly different policies towards First
Nations and their rights.
5. Resource development activity:
• A high-profile resource project occurring in the traditional territory can either provide
impudence to engage in the consultation or focus pressure from external groups,
influencing the collection of consultation data.
Most First Nation consultation work in Canada has focussed solely on land claims or tangible
traditional knowledge for project mitigation and impact assessment. In that regard, there is no
completed consultation process available from which to glean a modern expression of Immemorial
rights and pre-existing culture. However, favourable consideration could be given during selection
to a community or small nation that is actively engaged in documenting its culture.

Scope
The Pre-existing Societies Initiative can be seen as having consultation and transformation
(rebuilding) components coupled to a harmonization component needed to reconcile to other
jurisdictions. The broad overview of the initiative can be broken down into short, medium and
long-term bench marks for the consultation, harmonization and transformation components:
1. Short term:
a. Consultation:
• Consultation and discussion with First Nations and germane professionals on the
initiative, including; identifying a community, protocols and needed outcomes from
elder and nation consultations on pre-contact societies; and,
• Prepare consultation team and define the pilot project framework for elder and
nation consultations of pre-contact societies and its modern context.
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b. Harmonization:
• Consultation and discussion with First Nations and germane professionals on
needed outcomes and information from consultations on strategies to harmonize
Immemorial rights and infrastructure with other jurisdictions and legal systems.
c. Transformation:
• Consultation and discussion with First Nations and germane professionals on
needed consultation outcomes and information for services, programs and a rightsbased process for agreements for land claims, traditional stewardship and required
infrastructure.
2. Medium Term:
a. Consultation:
• Elders consultation on pre-contact practices and societies – defining Immemorial
rights, traditional law, and traditional roles;
• Nation consultation on the modern expression of pre-contact practices and societies
– defining needed modern regulations, services, roles and programs;
• Define land and resource management culture-based infrastructure on Immemorial
rights with its modernized pre-contact societal rights, laws, regulations, services,
roles and programs; and,
• Community ratification of definitions for the modern expression of Immemorial
rights and pre-contact culture by the elders and then endorsement by governance.
b. Harmonization:
• Prepare harmonization team and harmonizing Immemorial rights for land and
resource management with outside jurisdictions and legal systems.
c. Transformation:
• Prepare transformation team and harmonizing current infrastructure for land and
resource management with Immemorial rights-based infrastructure needs;
• Define culture-based roles for harmonized land and resource management
infrastructure; and,
• Define and plan infrastructure assets, service and programs for harmonized land
and resource management services.
3. Long Term:
a. Consultation:
• Engage community with information forums that receive input until infrastructure
is on-line; and,
• Maintain close working relationship with consultation team until infrastructure is
on-line.
b. Harmonization:
• Maintain close working relationship with harmonization team until infrastructure is
on-line.
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c. Transformation:
• Create and deliver training programs for First Nation roles in new services and
programs; and,
• Restructure or build infrastructure assets and services.

Goals
The underlying goal of the Pre-existing Societies Initiative is to have First Nation Immemorial
rights recognized and to facilitate the rebuilding of culture-based infrastructure in Canada’s First
Nation communities. In the example initiative on land and resource management, the goals are to
create a land and resource stewardship infrastructure that reconciles First Nation Immemorial
rights with the rights of the Crown in Canada (see below, E- Initiative Goals).

A- First Nation Goals
Underlying goals for First Nations are self-determination and management of traditional
territories.
In respect of this proposal, First Nation goals include to:
1. Assert available constitutional rights;
2. Define and establish Immemorial rights;
3. Define and create culture-based infrastructure with services and roles that
harmonizes with Crown jurisdictions; and,
4. Base future negotiations for agreements, treaties, land claims, wildlife management,
land planning, resource utilization and etc. on Immemorial rights.
The Pre-existing Societies Initiative’s goals facilitate these First Nation goals by enabling the
rebuilding of modern, harmonized, culture-based community infrastructures on Immemorial
Indigenous rights.

B- Crown Goals
Historically, the Crown’s goals were centred on colonization and assimilation. However, the Right
Honourable Justin Trudeau, current Prime Minister of Canada, has clearly redefined those goals:
“No relationship is more important to me and to Canada than the one with Indigenous
Peoples. It is time for a renewed, nation-to-nation relationship with Indigenous Peoples,
based on recognition of rights, respect, co-operation, and partnership.”38
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The Pre-existing Societies Initiative’s goals are in agreement with the Crown’s goals.

C- Rights Goals
Human rights-based organizations generally have a core goal to protect and defend human rights.
They often focus their goals on a specific set of rights or a disadvantaged group. There are a number
of human rights organizations that attempt to defend and protect the rights of First Nations in
Canada;55 including those working to resolve rights violations surrounding Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women in Canada.56 Unfortunately, in a practical sense, there cannot be an end to
Indigenous rights violations until Immemorial rights define First Nation rights and their
relationship with the Crown.
The Pre-existing Societies Initiative provides the starting point to permanently end Indigenous
rights violations in Canada by enabling the expression of Immemorial rights in modern
infrastructure. The initiative is a deliberate step-by-step process to re-establish First Nation
Immemorial rights and build culture-based infrastructure.

D- Environmental Goals
The underlying environmental goal for most First Nations and outside environmental organizations
is the protection and sustainable management of land, water, air and wildlife for the benefit of
future generations.57 The Pre-existing Societies Initiative’s goals will empower First Nation land
stewardship through the expression of Immemorial rights in land and resource management
infrastructure that is harmonized to outside jurisdictions.

E- Initiative Goals
We have already introduced the basic goals of the initiative. In a more practical sense, the basic
goal of the consultation component of this initiative is to discover, identify and define pre-contact
societies as expressed in a modern context for Immemorial rights and culture. The consultation
component creates the foundation for the reconciliation of Immemorial rights with the Crown and
for their inclusion into First Nation-inclusive infrastructure that has been harmonized to outside
jurisdictions. In that, the initiative empowers goals to:
1) Consult Immemorial Rights:
•

Provide framework definitions of Indigenous rights to land and resource
management to be recognized in Canadian infrastructure.
2) Harmonize Immemorial rights:
•

Remove barriers to Immemorial rights in Canada; and,

•

Include Immemorial rights-based infrastructure into non-Indigenous
infrastructure to create harmonized Canadian infrastructure for land and
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resources that enables both Indigenous and non-Indigenous rights.
3) Create Needed Services and programs:
•

Define and create rights-based cultural roles in service and programs for a
sustainable economy in land and resource management; and,

•

Define and create rights-based infrastructure needed to close service and income
gaps in Indigenous communities.
4) Create a Recognized Rights-based Process for Agreements:
•

Include Immemorial rights and Indigenous law into bilateral and contribution
agreements.

F- CAID Goals
Christian Aboriginal Infrastructure Developments (CAID) has the rebuilding of Canada’s
relationship with First Nations as its central goal. Of paramount importance to that goal, is the
consultation and accommodation of First Nation Immemorial rights to rebuild culture-based
infrastructures that harmonize with outside jurisdictions.
In the Pre-existing Societies Initiative, CAID’s goals also include:
1) Healing: - Create culture and healing programs founded on pre-contact culture and
community roles in a modern context;
2) Rebuilding: - Build lost or stolen community infrastructures using modernized preexisting societal culture; and,
3) Empowering: - Physical building of assets and training staff for roles in culture-based
infrastructure services.

Objectives
Basic objectives for the Pre-existing Societies Initiative can be grouped into seven functional units
to meet the initiative’s goals. They include:
1) Phase 1:
a) Introduce initiative to stakeholders and adjust model framework as needed;
b) Build human resource teams for professional, core and community needs;
c) Develop criteria for the pilot community selection and engage with preliminary
discussions; and,
d) Create preliminary elder and nation consultation protocols on pre-existing societies.
2) Phase 2:
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a) Consultation and discussion on consultation needs with community and professional
teams;
b) Create final protocols and algorithms for elder and nation consultation on pre-existing
societies;
c) Consultation and discussion with community and professional teams on strategies to
harmonize Immemorial rights and land/resource management infrastructure; and,
d) Create preliminary protocols to harmonize Immemorial rights and land/resource
management infrastructure.
3) Phase 3:
a) Consult elders on pre-contact practices and societies;
b) Consult the rest of the nation on present day expressions of pre-contact practices and
societies; and,
c) Plan for a searchable digital data base on consultation results.
4) Phase 4:
a) Maintain engagement with communities and leaders;
b) Refine results for Immemorial rights;
c) Elder ratification of gleaned information for rights, culture and framework definitions
d) Refine modern expressions of pre-existing society;
e) Community ratification and governance endorsement of defined Indigenous
infrastructure framework; and,
f) Define pre-existing and modern frameworks (rights, laws, regulations, services, roles
and programs) for community and nation infrastructures.
5) Phase 5:
a) Maintain engagement with communities and leaders;
b) Create a temporal expression of Immemorial rights on traditional territory stewardship
(land and resource management) to harmonize with the Crown and other legal systems;
c) Create a temporal expression of culture-based traditional territory stewardship
infrastructure to harmonize with other jurisdictions; and,
d) Create a community-friendly, culture-focussed, digital organization of consultation
and rights results.
6) Phase 6:
a) Maintain engagement with communities and leaders;
b) Plan physical infrastructure asset needs for roles in culture-based infrastructure;
c) Create cultural and healing programs for land and resource-based management.
d) Create training programs for culture-based land and resource management
infrastructure; and,
e) Create final protocols for harmonizing Immemorial rights and land/resource
management infrastructure to outside jurisdictions and legal systems.
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7) Phase 7:
a) Maintain engagement with communities and leaders;
b) Deliver cultural and healing programs for land and resource-based management;
c) Build or restructure physical infrastructure assets for roles in culture-based
infrastructure;
d) Deliver training programs for culture-based land and resource management
infrastructure; and,
e) Bring harmonization protocols into force.

Conclusion
For the most part:
•

Individual Canadian citizens and small businesses have very little understanding of First
Nation issues and no disposable income to finance change;

•

Larger Canadian corporations have funds to effect change but they choose to walk a fine
line between profits, the interests of their investors and amicable working relationships
with elected governments and regulatory bodies;

•

Rights and environmental groups have engaged with First Nations to some extent on
shared goals but are not interested in tackling the broader issue of Immemorial rights;

•

Elected officials, by nature of the system, grease the squeak that maintains them in office;
and,

•

Government bureaucracy, by nature of the system, is powered by the status quo.

If nothing changes, the status quo in Canada will continue colonization and every Canadian will
benefit from it except Indigenous Peoples. Internationally, continued colonization and its cultural
genocide have been declared crimes. So, it is not a question of “if” Indigenous Immemorial rights
should be recognized and “if” Canada will deal fairly with Indigenous Peoples, it is a question of
“when.”
Removing the Doctrine of Discovery by rebuilding First Nation infrastructure on Immemorial
rights will take time, but if we do not start, nothing will change. We do not need to wait for the
war to be won before we see change. As rebuilding moves forward, Immemorial rights will be
progressively empowered in land and resource management, cultural and healing programs, other
community infrastructures and in the assertion of the right to self-determination.

© Christian Aboriginal Infrastructure Developments Corporation (2015, 2017 & 2018) – All rights reserved
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3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources.
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Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land
tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.”
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subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other
economic activities.
Article 23
Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for
exercising their right to development. In particular, indigenous peoples have the right to
be actively involved in developing and determining health, housing and other economic
and social programmes affecting them and, as far as possible, to administer such
programmes through their own institutions.
Article 26
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have
traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories
and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional
occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources.
Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land
tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.”
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Article 27
States shall establish and implement, in conjunction with indigenous peoples concerned,
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resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation
of mineral, water or other resources.
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Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional
structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices
and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or customs, in accordance with
international human rights standards.”
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subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other
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2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and development are entitled
to just and fair redress.
Article 23
Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for
exercising their right to development. In particular, indigenous peoples have the right to
be actively involved in developing and determining health, housing and other economic
and social programmes affecting them and, as far as possible, to administer such
programmes through their own institutions.
Article 34
Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional
structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices
and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or customs, in accordance with
international human rights standards.”
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